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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW  
13 October 2022      
 
KAZUKI HIGA 
 
 
（Can you wrap up today？） 
 
It was good to make birdies at Par 5s. I was in a bad fix a few times throughout the 
round, such as I made a 4-meter par putt after putting it into the bunker at 5th Par 3. In 
9th, I made an 8-meter par putt. I could save pars in the front nine and make a good 
stretch because I managed to keep hitting in the fairways. 
 
（Bogey-free round） 
 
It felt like I made about three bogies, but overall, it was a pretty comfortable game. 
 
（Are the green s slow because of rain？） 
 
It got slightly faster even at the practice green, I am not sure it gets as fast as last year. 
My putting went beyond the hole in the first five holes, but I adjusted to control the 
speed after the first five holes. 
 
（It was cold due to the rain…） 
 
I didn’t feel cold since it was not windy that much, but when I was waiting for my tee 
shots, I stretched to keep my body warm. It is better than last year because it was much 
colder than this. 
 
（Any thoughts on today’s score？） 
 
I think I did a pretty good job today. I was playing safely and did not encounter any 
nerve-wracking situations. I managed to sink my putts, so it felt like I was patient 
enough to make this score. 
 
（Did your experience in Europe affect your game？） 
 
Even though the grass here is Japanese, the PGA TOUR players are totally fine with 
this grass. That makes me feel that I am not advantageous. I think I am just playing as 
usual. 
 
I keep plating to improve my game, so being patient like today makes me feel confident. 
I am sure I have grown up since last year. 
 
（3 more days） 
 
I am trying to score under par every day, and I want to make a two-digit number score in 
the total. Three under par is the minimum score I should make. I want to keep playing 
like how I did today. 
 
（Anything to rectify for tomorrow？） 
 
My iron shots knuckle to left and right. It did not make any trouble considering today’s 
pin positions. At 16th, I hit off the right and hit from the grass bunker. I shot off the right 
at the right pin, and it kicked on the right side… There was a pond on the left side, but I 
had to aim toward the pin position, although I was standing on the left downslope. That 
is something I am anxious about my mentality.  
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（Any conversation with the PGA TOUR players？） 
 
They know I don’t speak English so they just asked me where I am living and some 
easy questions. They play in a good rhythm, so I felt comfortable playing with them. 
  


